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Abstract1

Microbial communities often exhibit incredible taxonomic diversity, raising questions regarding the2

mechanisms enabling species coexistence and the role of this diversity in community functioning. On3

the one hand, many coexisting but taxonomically distinct microorganisms can encode the same energy-4

yielding metabolic functions, and this functional redundancy contrasts with the expectation that species5

should occupy distinct metabolic niches. On the other hand, the identity of taxa encoding each function6

can vary substantially across space or time with little effect on the function, and this taxonomic variability7

is frequently thought to result from ecological drift between equivalent organisms. Here we synthesize8

the powerful paradigm emerging from these two patterns, connecting the roles of function, functional9

redundancy and taxonomy in microbial systems. We conclude that both patterns are unlikely the result of10

ecological drift, but are inevitable emergent properties of open microbial systems resulting mainly from11

biotic interactions and environmental and spatial processes.12
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Introduction15

Microorganisms are the most ancient, the most phylogenetically diverse and the most widespread form of16

life on Earth1. A single gram of soil can harbor thousands of microbial species2. The metabolic and biosyn-17

thetic versatility of microorganisms is equally impressive: the number of discovered prokaryotic protein-18

coding genes is orders of magnitude greater than those of all plants and animals combined3,4. Metabolic19

pathways encoded in microorganisms drive the bulk of elemental cycles in most ecosystems, shaping Earth’s20

surface chemistry over billions of years5. Yet, our mechanistic understanding of microbial systems (mi-21

crobial communities and coupled abiotic physicochemical processes) remains in its infancy. The enormous22

microbial diversity presents major challenges to modeling microbial systems and to explaining patterns of23

community variation across space and time. Moreover, many questions in ecosystem ecology and biogeo-24

chemistry require knowledge of the variation in microbial metabolic functions, rather than just taxonomic25

composition. Despite the high microbial diversity, most major biogeochemical reactions are driven by a lim-26

ited set of energy-transducing metabolic pathways, each of which is found in a variety of microbial clades5.27

Functional community profiling — describing communities in terms of metabolic functions of interest —28

can simplify microbial systems to a level permissible to mathematical modeling and can reveal patterns of29

community structuring across environmental gradients6–9. A wave of recent studies in a multitude of envi-30

ronments, ranging from soil to the ocean and to the human gut9–14, suggest that certain metabolic functions31

are strongly coupled to certain environmental factors and can, in many cases, appear decoupled from the32

species assemblages associated with them at a given place and time. Quantification of microbial diversity33

involved in various metabolic functions also revealed that communities typically exhibit high “functional34

redundancy” with respect to a multitude of functions, in the sense that each metabolic function can be per-35

formed by multiple coexisting, taxonomically distinct organisms9,13–18. Much confusion exists currently36

over the meaning of these patterns, however their proper interpretation is paramount to understanding the37

mechanisms controlling microbial community composition and function. In this synthesis we provide inter-38

pretations for these patterns and discuss the powerful paradigm emerging from them, uniting the roles that39

function, functional redundancy and taxonomy play in shaping microbial systems.40

Disentangling function from taxonomy in microbial communities41

In one of the first comparative metagenomic surveys of microbial communities, Tringe et al. 19 showed that42

functional profiles (in terms of the genes found in communities) were highly correlated with the type of sam-43

pled environment (seawater vs soil, etc), suggesting that the environment selected for specific functions. A44

subsequent comparison of gut microbiota between different human hosts revealed that the taxonomic com-45

position of microbiomes varied strongly across hosts while their community gene content was strongly con-46

served11. Similarly, in a survey of bacterial communities on the macroalgae Ulva australis, communities47

appeared to be assembled on the basis of functional genes rather than species12. These findings suggest that48

alternative microbial assemblages can exhibit similar community gene profiles selected by their environment.49

In line with this perspective, a recent study of bacterial and archaeal communities inside the foliage “tanks”50
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of bromeliad plants14 found that the functional composition of communities (in terms of genes involved51

in various energy-transducing functions; Fig. 1C,D) was highly conserved across bromeliads. In contrast,52

the taxa associated with each functional group (i.e., capable of performing a specific metabolic function)53

varied strongly between bromeliads14, regardless of the taxonomic resolution used (up to class level; Fig.54

1A,B). Hence, the taxonomic composition within functional groups must have been shaped by additional55

factors that are distinct from the factors shaping the functional structure of communities, that is, taxonomic56

composition and functional composition (genetic potential) appeared “decoupled”. A similar decoupling57

between various metabolic functions and taxonomic community composition has been repeatedly observed58

in experiments with bioreactors, such as for nitrogen removal or methane production, where a high varia-59

tion in community composition over time coincided with stable bioreactor performance10,15,17,20–23. In the60

following, we discuss conditions and mechanisms that could promote this frequently observed phenomenon.61

The contrast between stable functional composition and variable taxonomic composition seen in the afore-62

mentioned studies10–12,14,15,17,20–23 reflects a weak association between many functions and prokaryotic phy-63

logeny. Indeed, a large fraction of metabolic functions are not monophyletic24,25, that is, no single clade64

is the sole representative for any of those functions. Thus, while the phylogenetic placement of an organ-65

ism in principle determines its metabolic potential (given sufficient resolution and/or trait conservatism), the66

reverse need not be true, i.e. metabolic potential is not necessarily indicative of a specific clade (a notable ex-67

ception being oxygenic photosynthesis25). Adaptive loss of function or genome streamlining26, convergent68

evolution, and horizontal gene transfer27 all erode the phylogenetic signal of many traits24. Horizontal gene69

transfer also leads to low genetic linkage of traits within genomes and hence to reassortment of traits between70

genomes28. Some Escherichia coli strains, for example, overlap by less than 40% in their protein-coding71

genes29. The phylogenetic scale at which functions are conserved varies strongly between functions25,30,72

and even for single functions phylogenetic conservatism can vary between clades (Figs. 2A,B). For example,73

the ability to respire sulfate is shared by all cultured members of the families Desulfobacteraceae, Desulfo-74

halobiaceae and Desulfomicrobiaceae, but only by a subset of the genus Archaeoglobus31. Because a given75

metabolic function may be present and conserved within distinct clades of varying depths, there exists no76

taxonomic resolution at which taxa either always or never exhibit that function. Consequently, there exists77

no single taxonomic resolution at which taxonomic variation unambiguously reflects functional variation,78

and at which environmental selection of certain functions (e.g., the presence of oxygen selecting for aerobes)79

unambiguously translates to a selection of specific taxa.80

A partial to complete decoupling of certain functions from particular taxonomic assemblages appears to be81

almost inevitable, given that the same functions can be performed by alternative taxa (Fig. 2C). Nutrient sup-82

ply rates, irradiance, geochemical gradients, environmental transport processes and stoichiometric balances83

between pathways across organisms can strongly constrain reaction rates, and energy yields from metabolic84

pathways further affect the possible growth rates of functional groups8,32,33. While each function can of85

course only be performed by certain taxa, the aforementioned factors may exert little control over which of86

those taxa perform each function in a particular situation. Reciprocally, bulk biochemical flux rates may87

exhibit low sensitivity to taxonomic changes within functional groups over space or time. In support of this88
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interpretation, a global biogeographical study in soil found that abiotic soil characteristics largely explained89

the variation in the abundances of nitrogen cycling pathways, but only weakly explained the taxonomic com-90

position within the corresponding functional groups13. Similar observations have also been made for a broad91

range of metabolic functions across the global ocean6,9. Reciprocally, a recent meta-analysis found that an in-92

clusion of taxonomic community composition, in addition to environmental variables, as predictors of carbon93

and nitrogen process rates only improved predictive power in 29% of considered studies, with the adjusted R2
94

only increasing from 0.56 to 0.65 on average34. Which functions are strongly controlled by the environment95

— thus being less sensitive to taxonomic variation — depends on the type of ecosystem, and in particular on96

the redox disequilibria available for energy gain and the physical-chemical boundary conditions. In experi-97

ments, broadly distributed functions such as respiration, overall carbon catabolism and biomass production98

often appear more resistant to changes in taxonomic community composition or diversity, than narrow func-99

tions such as the degradation of specific compounds35–38. A possible reason for this pattern is that broad100

functions may be more functionally redundant and thus better buffered against taxonomic shifts caused by101

biotic or abiotic disturbance39. Thermodynamically favored endpoints of linear catabolic pathways may be102

less sensitive to taxonomic variation than individual intermediate steps that can be performed in alternative103

ways. For example, models for methanogenic bioreactors fed continuously with glucose suggest that the rel-104

ative flux rates through “alternative” catabolic pathways (e.g., the various alternative routes from glucose to105

volatile fatty acids and eventually to methane; Fig. 3A) may be less stable in the face of taxonomic shifts,106

than the overall methane production rate40.107

Some studies have observed strong correlations between functional and taxonomic community composi-108

tion, for example across strong redox gradients41. We emphasize that when environmental conditions vary,109

selection for specific metabolic functions will generally cause changes in taxonomic community composi-110

tion in addition to the taxonomic variation occurring within functional groups. Therefore, when comparing111

communities over space or time, the correlation between functional and taxonomic community composition112

will depend on the relative importance of mechanisms selecting for specific functions versus mechanisms113

causing variation within functional groups (discussed below), as well as on the phylogenetic distribution of114

those functions.115

We point out that functional community structure can in principle be defined with respect to any arbitrary116

set of functions (and observed spatiotemporal patterns will depend on the choice of functions), although par-117

ticular attention is typically devoted to energy-transducing metabolic functions involved in major elemental118

cycles5 or of particular industrial importance17. We also mention that some authors define “functional re-119

sponse groups”, i.e. organisms that respond similarly to specific environmental factors, and distinguish those120

from “functional effect groups”, i.e. organisms with a similar effect on specific ecosystem functions42. Here121

we avoid this terminology, however, partly because (metabolic) functional groups (sensu this synthesis) can122

usually be seen both as effect groups and as response groups. Further, as discussed above, metabolic function123

and taxonomic variation within functional groups constitute complementary and disentangled facets of many124

microbial systems, and can yield insight into markedly different processes9,14.125
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Functional redundancy is an omnipresent feature of open microbial systems126

A large fraction of metabolic genes appeared early in Earth’s history27 and, as discussed above, over geologi-127

cal time propagated into multiple microbial clades5,27. Today, at global scales, most metabolic functions can128

be potentially performed by a wide range of extant taxa. More strikingly, even at local scales, the enumeration129

of taxa associated with each metabolic function, either by taxonomic binning of metagenomic sequences13
130

or by functional classification of taxa9, often reveals a coexistence of multiple distinct organisms capable131

of performing similar metabolic functions9,13–18,39,43. For example, hundreds of microorganisms capable132

of hydrogen oxidation can coexist in groundwater18, and hundreds of oxygenic photoautotrophs can coexist133

in the ocean surface9,44. In a sub-seafloor aquifer, dozens of genomes had the potential to oxidize sulfide134

for energy and at least 15 genomes were capable of complete denitrification43. In methanogenic digesters135

cellulose hydrolysis can be concurrently performed by dozens of different organisms17. In nitrifying biore-136

actors, typically multiple ammonia oxidizing bacteria coexist and exhibit variable relative abundances over137

time15,16. Functional redundancy, it seems, is a common aspect of many microbial systems. That said, it is138

clear that the degree of functional redundancy in any given system depends on the function considered. In139

the sunlit and oxygen-rich ocean surface, for example, photoautotrophy and oxygen respiration are generally140

much more redundant than sulfate respiration and methanogenesis9.141

Functional community structure (and thus functional redundancy) could in principle be defined at vari-142

ous levels of detail, for example further differentiating functions based on reaction kinetics. Some authors143

consider organisms functionally redundant only if they can readily replace each other due to high ecologi-144

cal similarity45, although the same authors acknowledge that this criterion is rarely met in practice. Other145

authors only define organisms as redundant if they are able to perform a function at the same rate, given the146

same environmental conditions46. The latter requirement can be hard to test in practice, and sequencing data147

rarely allow inference of enzyme kinetics beyond the type of reactions potentially catalyzed. The practicality148

of such a definition is also limited by the fact that the metabolic activity of a population depends on the overall149

community state, such as the presence of syntrophic partners, phages or bacteriocins. Moreover, bulk pro-150

cess rates could be largely constrained by physicochemical characteristics of the environment, such as spatial151

transport rates across sediment columns or substrate supply rates in bioreactors. Populations of distinct taxa152

with different reaction kinetics may thus induce different or similar biochemical flux rates, depending on the153

detailed environmental setup and the current state of the community. We thus argue that a definition of func-154

tional redundancy indicating the mere ability of multiple distinct organisms to perform a specific function, as155

used in this synthesis and as observed in many environments, is of greater practical relevance than the more156

stringent definitions by Fuhrman et al. 45 or by Allison et al. 46 . For example, functional redundancy (sensu157

this synthesis) is often linked to the stability of functions against environmental perturbations39 and, as we158

discuss below, can yield insight into important community processes.159
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Mechanisms promoting functional redundancy160

A high functional redundancy with respect to energy-transducing metabolic pathways has long been ob-161

served in macrobial communities47. Almost all plants, for example, share a common metabolic niche —162

they are oxygenic photoautotrophs. In microbes and macrobes alike, functional redundancy indicates that163

additional factors beyond the mere availability of different energy sources must be controlling diversity. In-164

deed, Tilman’s classical competition theory48,49 asserts that at steady state and in a well-mixed system any165

given resource — such as an electron donor or acceptor — can only be limiting to at most a single persisting166

population. This population will be the one that can maintain a steady size at the lowest possible resource167

level, since all other populations are either outcompeted or limited by a different resource. While steady168

state and perfect mixing arguably represent an idealized situation, Tilman’s competition theory provides a169

benchmark — a minimum expectation — to which observed diversity can be compared. The apparent dis-170

connect between the theoretical expectation of one species persisting per limiting resource, and the observed171

diversity of life has been explained for macrobial communities in several ways47. First, spatial and temporal172

heterogeneity either in the identity of the limiting resource or in environmental conditions, combined with173

response differences between species, may effectively create multiple niches. Second, competitive exclusion174

can be disrupted by biotic interactions such as predation, or be offset by dispersal from a regional pool. Im-175

portantly, species may show tradeoffs between traits involved in resource competition, and traits involved in176

environmental tolerance, predator resistance or dispersal47.177

Similarly to macroorganisms, functional redundancy in microbial communities may be promoted by dif-178

ferentiation along other niche axes than just metabolic resources, including differences in their response to179

environmental perturbations, differences in attachment strategies to particles17, differences in chemotactic180

strategies for exploring nutrient gradients and finding food particles50,51, differences in the number and types181

of lyase genes for specific polysaccharides (e.g., alginate)28, fluctuating nutrient concentrations combined182

with different growth kinetics52, limitation by different trace nutrients53 and predation by phages and pro-183

tist grazers54,55. Trade-offs between nutrient acquisition and resistance to phage predation56, for example,184

may enable coexistence of competitors57, although the precise effects of phages on microbial communities185

remain uncertain55,58. Intransitive competitive dynamics, whereby multiple pairs of competing species col-186

lectively have no clear winner, may also play a role via antibiotic warfare59,60. It is likely that metabolically187

overlapping microorganisms differentiate ecologically in many more ways that we can currently identify, and188

hence community assembly takes place in a high-dimensional (multifactorial) space. Indeed, recent gene189

cataloging efforts across microbial genomes revealed hundreds of thousands of gene clusters with largely190

uncharacterized function3. In view of these observations, functional redundancy almost seems like an in-191

evitable outcome in open microbial systems — systems where diversity is not limited by low immigration192

rates.193

Care must be taken when assessing the metabolic niche utilized by an organism solely based on its194

metabolic potential, e.g., inferred from its genome. Populations with a similar metabolic repertoire (“funda-195

mental” metabolic niche61) may specialize on distinct nutrients, thus exhibiting separate “realized” niches196

that may be expressed at the transcriptional level51,62. In particular, a functional group may appear as highly197
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redundant even if only a few members actively perform that function at a time, since some members can198

exhibit alternative modes to gain energy while others may simply be inactive. The metabolic functions199

performed by a given population generally depends on environmental conditions as well as on the pres-200

ence and activity of other community members58. We emphasize that the predictions of classical compe-201

tition theory, discussed above, still apply even if organisms in a community are metabolically multifunc-202

tional. That is, at steady state the number of coexisting organisms cannot exceed the number of resources203

(including metabolic byproducts) limiting the growth of at least one organism49. For example, while two204

hydrogenotrophic methanogens may coexist in the same environment, at steady state they cannot be limited205

by the same hydrogen pool. Fine-scale spatial segregation in a non-well-mixed environment is one possible206

mechanism enabling coexistence. For example, organisms with similar nutritional preferences can reside and207

obtain their nutrients within distinct biofilms and can thus co-exist at larger scales51. In these cases, however,208

it is important to realize that populations in distinct biofilms do not compete for the same nutrient pools and209

thus have distinct realized niches.210

Functional redundancy does not imply neutrality211

Loreau hypothesized that functional redundancy within a metabolic niche may reflect quasi-neutral coexis-212

tence of competitors63. However, as discussed above, coexisting microorganisms specializing on the same213

energy source not only typically differ in terms of their enzyme efficiencies and growth kinetics, but also214

in other traits influencing their growth rates under specific conditions. While differences between members215

of a functional group are generally acknowledged, controversy exists as to whether certain patterns of mi-216

crobial community assembly may nevertheless be explained by neutral processes64,65. In analogy to neutral217

theories from macrobial ecology66, Sloan et al. 67 developed a neutral model for local microbial community218

assembly based solely on stochastic immigration and ecological drift (fluctuations due to the stochasticity219

of birth/death events in finite populations), while omitting speciation — a common element of macrobial220

neutral theories. Sloan et al. 67 concluded that stochastic immigration and ecological drift are important221

factors in shaping prokaryotic communities, particularly within metabolic functional groups67,68. Following222

Sloan et al. 67 , neutral models have been used to partly explain microbial biogeographical patterns in diverse223

environments, including animal guts69, soil70, bioreactors71, tree holes72 and biofilms73. It has also been224

suggested that ecological drift within functional groups may partly explain species turnover over time, for225

example in bioreactors74,75, in subsurface waters76 and in stream catchments77.226

We emphasize that complex or apparently stochastic changes in taxonomic composition within functional227

groups, even in closed systems, should not be confused for ecological drift. In fact, ecological drift is rarely228

a valid explanation for taxonomic turnover within functional groups, as observed for example in bioreactors229

over time15,17,74,75. This is because the importance of ecological drift, in contrast to selection processes,230

diminishes at large population sizes and/or large ecological differences between competitors78,79. In biore-231

actors and most natural environments, cell densities can be extremely high (up to 1013 cells · L−1 in biore-232

actors80) to the point that selection processes would clearly dominate over ecological drift. Indeed, neutral233

stochastic birth-death models predict that even at low population sizes (104 cells), it would take a relatively234
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rare organism (1% proportion) in a community consisting of equal competitors on average over 1,600 days235

to reach a proportion of 30% solely via ecological drift (based on a generation time of 1 day40). When236

even a weak competitive advantage is assumed for one of the organisms (5% higher expected growth rate),237

both populations closely follow the deterministic trajectory predicted from competitive exclusion (fraction238

of explained variance 0.98 ± 0.02 s.d.; Supplement S.1). Hence, the effect of drift on population trajectories239

becomes negligible even under weak competitive differences. We note that the above model parameters are240

quite conservative. Indeed, microbial populations typically comprise more than 104 cells and it is not uncom-241

mon to observe extremely rare taxa (< 0.1% proportion) replacing previously dominant and metabolically242

similar taxa within just a few weeks, even under constant environmental conditions10,15,22,75. Moreover, even243

strains of the same species can exhibit vastly different substrate affinities (e.g., up to 400% difference81) or244

distinct susceptibilities to specialist phages55,58. Consequently, the probability that competitors have suffi-245

ciently similar growth rates over a sufficient period of time for drift to be a noticeable driver of taxonomic246

turnover is extremely low. Hence, while functional redundancy — either at a local or regional scale —247

is a necessary condition for taxonomic turnover within functional groups, turnover itself is generally not248

explained by ecological drift. Consistent with this prediction, a recent large-scale analysis of human mi-249

crobiomes82 found that fewer than 1% of communities satisfied Hubbel’s neutral theory of biodiversity66.250

Similarly, a survey of bromeliad microbiomes found that assembly within functional groups was far from251

neutral, despite their constant functional structure, high functional redundancies and highly variable taxo-252

nomic composition between bromeliads14. Even in plant and animal ecology, where population sizes are253

much lower than in typical microbial communities, clear evidence for a strong role of ecological drift (e.g.,254

compared to selection) is rare79.255

Since ecological drift generally can’t explain taxonomic turnover within functional groups, this turnover256

must result from ecological differences between members of a functional group and, potentially, dispersal257

processes. Previous studies indeed suggested limited dispersal as an important source of taxonomic varia-258

tion between sites, based on random phylogenetic structure of early colonists during succession83, increasing259

taxonomic richness over time in semi-open incubations84, or — more commonly — a decay of community260

similarity with increasing geographical distance85,86. The latter studies remain inconclusive, however, be-261

cause a distance decay in community similarity can also be caused by spatially correlated environmental262

heterogeneity. For example, accounting for environmental heterogeneity was found to explain all or most263

of the correlation between distance and microbial community dissimilarity in salt marshes87, in the global264

ocean9 and between bromeliads14. Environmental heterogeneity is generally hard to rule out as a cause of265

spatial variation of taxonomic community composition without thorough environmental measurements.266

In experiments with replicate bioreactors operated under constant conditions, microbial community com-267

position followed complex but reproducible trajectories over periods ranging from weeks to months20,22,88.268

This suggests that taxonomic turnover within functional groups in the absence of obvious environmental269

variation can be driven by intrinsic and at least partly deterministic processes. Such intrinsic processes may270

include “killing-the-winner” type phage-host-interactions, where specialist phages repeatedly induce the col-271

lapse of dominant microbial populations, although experimental evidence for this mechanism remains rare89.272
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Other proposed mechanisms include antibiotic warfare59,60, rapid evolution of cross-feeding90 and adaptive273

niche construction91. Every species may thus be affected by a distinct combination of biotic and abiotic fac-274

tors that modulate its instantaneous growth rate, even if its metabolic potential overlaps with other members275

of the community45. These factors may be frequency-dependent and may include a stochastic component,276

for example due to mutations or horizontal gene transfer events. In practice, chaotic population dynamics92
277

may obscure the distinction between deterministic and stochastic assembly processes. Further, at regional278

scales infrequent dispersal may add stochasticity to community assembly in a way that cannot be explained279

by intrinsic dynamics alone. Hence, even if all environmental factors were known at a specific moment in280

time, taxonomic community composition may not be perfectly predictable.281

Conclusions282

Frequently perceived as an indication of neutral assembly, functional redundancy is actually a manifesta-283

tion of the ecological diversity of microorganisms capable of a particular metabolic function. Functional284

redundancy is an inevitable emergent property of open microbial systems that becomes visible when a high-285

dimensional trait space is projected to a lower-dimensional function space of interest. It may thus be seen286

as a partial measure of diversity, namely diversity within functional groups, that is mathematically comple-287

mentary to functional richness of a community, just as the taxonomic composition within functional groups288

can be considered complementary to functional community structure9,14. We speculate that the degree of289

functional redundancy in open microbial systems may be a stabilized systemic property that is largely deter-290

mined by the type of environment and the functions considered. This hypothesis may be particularly true for291

natural systems with continuous exposure to immigration, such as the open ocean, where a balance between292

immigration and local extinction could determine functional redundancy at ecological time scales.293

Depending on the choice of functions, a distinction between functional community structure and compo-294

sition within functional groups can yield important insight into biogeochemistry and community assembly295

mechanisms. Indeed, metabolic pathways involved in energy transduction can be strongly coupled to certain296

environmental factors and elemental cycles5–7,33 and can appear decoupled from particular taxonomic as-297

semblages10,14,77. Similar observations are known from macrobial ecology93, which has had a long history298

of describing community structure in terms of guilds, lifeforms and strategies, all of which may be consid-299

ered analogous to metabolic functional groups in microbes. More recently, there have been calls to entirely300

abandon modeling macroscopic communities in terms of species, but instead to focus on functional traits94.301

Reducing microbial communities to energy-transducing metabolic functions, and investigating functional302

redundancy with respect to these functions, may thus also be a fruitful approach for microbial ecology.303

Beyond metabolic niche effects, several additional mechanisms, such as predation and antibiotic warfare,304

can modulate the taxonomic composition of microbial communities over space and time, even if the activity305

of certain metabolic functions is strongly conserved. It is clear that this apparent decoupling between function306

and taxonomy is not the simple result of stochastic ecological drift within functional groups. How and under307

which conditions various mechanisms lead to this decoupling, and what determines the extent of functional308
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redundancy in microbial systems, are becoming central questions in ecology.309
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Glossary

• functional group The set of taxa potentially capable of performing a specific biochemical func-

tion, e.g., based on their genetic content.

• functional richness (of a community) Number of focal biochemical functions or genes present.

• functional redundancy (with respect to a given function) The coexistence of multiple distinct taxa or

genomes capable of performing the same focal biochemical function.

• functional structure (of a community) Relative abundances of various focal functional groups, or

of genes associated with focal functions.

• ecological drift Fluctuations in relative population sizes due to the stochastic nature of birth-

death events in finite populations79.

• metabolic niche (in an ecosystem) The ability for organisms to gain energy for growth using a

specific metabolic pathway (e.g., H2/CO2 methanogenesis) or half-reaction

(e.g., use of a specific electron acceptor for respiration).

• metabolic niche effects (on community assembly) Mechanisms selecting for organisms able to exploit

specific metabolic niches. Such mechanisms may include the availability of

light for photosynthesis, or of sulfate as an electron acceptor for respiration.

• microbial system A microbial community, its metabolites in the extracellular environment and

bidirectionally coupled abiotic physicochemical processes, including physi-

cal transport processes and abiotic chemical reactions. Analogous to “ecosys-

tem”, but focusing on microbial members instead of macrobial food webs.
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Figure 1: Gene-centric structure of microbial communities can decouple from taxonomic composition. (A,B)

Relative abundances of bacterial and archaeal families (A) and OTUs (B; at 99% 16S gene similarity), found in the

foliage of 22 similar and concurrently sampled Aechmea nudicaulis bromeliads in Juruba Tiba National Park, Brazil14

(one column per bromeliad, one color per taxon). (C,D) Corresponding metagenomic community composition in terms

of KEGG standard categories (C) and custom metabolic gene groups (D), as defined in14 (one column per sample, one

color per gene group). Note the more variable taxonomic composition across bromeliads (A, B), compared to the

relatively conserved metagenomic composition (C, D).
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Figure 2: Phylogenetic conservatism varies between functions and between clades. (A) Schematic illustration of

a phylogenetic tree, where filled and empty tips indicate the presence and absence, respectively, of a specific function.

Depending on the location in the tree, a function may be conserved in deep or shallow clades (dashed circles). (B)

Prokaryotic clades positive in various metabolic functions (i.e. with the function present in ≥95% of tips), represented

as circles (one circle per positive clade per function). Circles are positioned on the horizontal axis according to the

clade’s mean phylogenetic depth. Larger circles correspond to clades containing more tips (logarithmic scale). The

majority of functions are conserved in a multitude of clades of variable depths and sizes, with oxygenic photosynthesis

being a notable exception. Thus, for most functions there exists no taxonomic resolution at which taxa either always

or never exhibit that function. (C) Number of non-redundant prokaryotic genomes (i.e., with unique NCBI taxon IDs),

downloaded from NCBI RefSeq4 and found to exhibit each function. B and C are based on genes detected in ∼59,000

nearly-complete sequenced genomes. See Methods for details.
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Figure 3: Functional redundancy in methanogenic communities (schematic illustration). (A) Illustration of a

typical metabolic network spanned by microbial communities in methanogenic cellulose-fed bioreactors, driving the

catabolism of cellulose to methane. Circles represent substrates or end-products, and edge color indicates the associated

substrate. (B) Expansion of each catabolic step, showing multiple distinct organisms capable of performing the same

reaction. Filled dots represent distinct population genomes. Schematic illustration of roughly analogous findings by

Vanwonterghem et al. 17 . (C) Focus on 3 seemingly redundant organisms, catabolizing glucose to acetate. Realized

niche differentiation and coexistence can be enabled by trait differences beyond the type of substrates used, potentially

including susceptibility to different phages (blue vs purple), different strategies for foraging, attachment to particles

and biofilm formation, different nitrogen pools used (nitrate NO
−

3 vs ammonium NH
+

4 ), as well as production and

resistance to different antibiotics (small pentagons).
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Methods530

Phylogenetic distribution of metabolic functions531

To examine the phylogenetic distribution of various metabolic functions (Figs. 2B,C), we proceeded as de-532

scribed below. Unless otherwise mentioned, all online files were downloaded on September 12, 2017. A533

total of 92,315 sequenced prokaryotic genomes with a completion status “Complete Genome”, “Contig” or534

“Scaffold”, and a gap fraction not greater than 1%, were downloaded from NCBI RefSeq4. Downloaded535

genomes were further checked for completeness and contamination with checkM 1.0.695, using the option536

“reduced_tree”. Genomes estimated to be less than 98% complete, exhibiting a contamination level above537

1%, exhibiting a strain heterogeneity above 1% or lacking a protein prediction file (files protein.faa, pro-538

vided by NCBI), were discarded, leaving us with 59,092 nearly-complete genomes for downstream analysis.539

In each genome, we used Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) and hmmsearch v3.1b296 to search for proteins540

associated with various metabolic functions, such as photosynthesis or methanogenesis. HMMs were ob-541

tained from the Jillian Banfield lab GitHub page (https://github.com/banfieldlab)18, the TIGRFAM542

database v15.097 and the Pfam protein database v30.098. Pre-calibrated noise cutoff values (included in each543

HMM) and a maximum E-value of 10−50 were used as hit criterion for each HMM. For some functions, mul-544

tiple proteins were used as alternative proxies for the function, while for other functions multiple proteins545

had to be all present for the function. Proteins used as proxies for each function and corresponding HMM546

accession numbers are listed in Table S1.547

Each prokaryotic OTU in the SILVA NR99 small subunit ribosomal RNA database (release 12899) was548

mapped to one of the genomes whenever possible, based on the ID of the NCBI taxonomy project (“taxid”)549

provided by SILVA (file https://www.arb-silva.de/no_cache/download/archive/release_128/550

Exports/taxmap_embl_ssu_ref_128.txt.gz) and the taxid provided by NCBI for each genome (ta-551

ble ftp://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genomes/genbank/*/assembly_summary.txt, where “*” is ei-552

ther “bacteria or “archaea”). A total of 54,043 OTUs could be mapped to a genome. A phylogenetic tree553

was constructed for the mapped OTUs by pruning the official SILVA NR99 tree. For each mapped OTU, we554

assumed a metabolic function to be present if it was found to be present in the mapped genome. To deter-555

mine the clades within which a particular function was conserved (Fig. 2B), we proceeded as follows: We556

traversed the tree from the root to the tips in breadth-first search mode until reaching a node whose descend-557

ing clade was positive in the function (i.e. where the function was present in at least 95% of descending tips),558

recording the mean phylogenetic depth of the clade (average distance of the node to its tips) and the total size559

of the clade (total number of descending tips). All descending tips and nodes were subsequently excluded560

from the remainder of the traversal, and traversal continued with the next node in the traversal queue. Thus,561

every positive clade recorded (and plotted in Fig. 2B) was maximal, in the sense that it was not part of any562

bigger positive clade. Single positive tips with no positive sister tip were not counted, because in that case no563

information was available on the phylogenetic depth at which the function is locally conserved. Occasional564

positive clades with a mean phylogenetic depth below 1% are not shown in Fig. 2B, since OUTs in SILVA are565

officially resolved at 1% dissimilarity. The above analysis has been implemented in the R package castor,566

22
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function get_trait_depth100.567

To calculate the number of non-redundant genomes exhibiting a particular function (Fig. 2C), i.e. account-568

ing for the fact that some RefSeq genomes are genomes of the same strains or very closely related strains,569

we only counted genomes with a unique NCBI taxid. Among the 59,092 genomes, there were 22,660 unique570

taxids. We emphasize that the number of genomes per function shown in Fig. 2C should not be compared571

between functions, due to biases in the types of prokaryotes represented in RefSeq.572
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